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Abstract: I take a typical ultra-deep tight sandstone gas reservoir located in Tarim Basin as an example 

to investigate the rare sand production problem. The situation of sand production was presented, and 
then conventional analyses were conducted. Six tight sandstone core plugs were selected to conduct 

rock mechanical tests before and after salt precipitation. Ultimately, a mathematical model was 

established to investigate the mechanism of rock strength degradation. The results of sand production 
prediction indicated that sand production from rock skeletons should never appear, but the rock 

skeletons was observed in the sand samples, and thus the impact of salt precipitation was taken into 

account. The experiments proved salt precipitation caused a degradation in rock strength, and the 
difference between actual- and predicted critical sand production pressure drop based on the weakened 

rock strength reduced significantly. Furthermore, the stress intensity factor on the fracture tip induced 

by salt precipitation reached up to 1.22 MPaꞏm1/2, which was greater than the fracture toughness of 
tight sandstone, and it was used to explain the rock strength degradation. The results are helpful to the 

knowledge of the sand production problem in ultra-deep fractured tight sandstone gas reservoirs. 
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1. Introduction 

In the process of oil and gas reservoir exploitation, because of special geological conditions or 
complex construction processes, the structure of the reservoir rock around the wellbore changes 

dramatically, and the rock becomes more destructive. With the decrease of pore pressure, formation 

rock will break down and a lot of free sand grains will be produced. When the sand is carried into the 
wellbore or ground, it will cause a series of adverse effects on the normal production of oil and gas 

wells, and this phenomenon is called sand production [1,2]. In order to reduce the harm of sand 

production, proper sand control methods will be implemented during well completion and production. 
Because the mechanism of sand production is the basis of optimizing the sand control methods, a great 

deal of studies have been carried out on this problem. 

In general, the fundamental mechanical mechanism of sand production can be summarized as two 
aspects: the failure or local plastic deformation of the rock induced by mechanical instabilities, and the 

shedding of rock particles from rock surface due to the fluid drag [3,4]. Nouri et al verified through 

hollow cylinder experiments that the detached materials from borehole well would be carried into the 
wellbore by the flow of fluid during sand production by the hollow cylinder sample experiments [5]. 

Younessi et al provided exhaustive experimental results to show that a minimum fluid flow rate was 

necessary for sand production rather than the yielding of the rock around borehole [6]. Numerous 
studies have shown that there are many factors influencing sand production, including rock mechanical 

properties, fluid flow velocity, fluid viscosity, variation of temperature and water saturation, drawdown 

pressure, perforation size, in-situ stress, multiphase flow and so on [7–13]. In general, sand production 
is a common problem in the weakly consolidated sandstone reservoirs. Due to a high degree of rock 

consolidation and high rock mechanical strength, it was generally assumed that sand production was 

not an issue for tight sandstone reservoirs. As far as I know, little research has been done on sand 
production in tight sandstone.  

However, with the development of deep and ultra-deep tight sandstone gas reservoirs, sand 

production has become a severe problem in this type reservoir [14,15]. Take the ultra-deep tight 
sandstone gas reservoirs located on the north side of Tarim Basin as an example. The buried depth of 

the main pay zone is 6500 ~ 8000 m, and the maximum effective thickness is 150 m. The reservoir 

sandstones are lithic arkose sandstone and feldspar lithic sandstone. The permeability is approximately 
0.001 ~ 0.5 mD, and the porosity is 2 ~ 7 %. As shown in Figure 1, the cumulative number of sand 

wells in the gas field has risen to 26, which poses a severe challenge for the stable productivity of the 

gas reservoir. Understanding the mechanism of sand production so as to provide a theoretical basis for 
sand production control is increasingly urgent.  
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Figure 1. The number of the sand production wells in the ultra-deep tight sandstone gas 
reservoirs in Tarim Baisn. 

I take the K gas field, a typical ultra-deep tight sandstone gas reservoir located in Tarim Basin, 

China, as an example. In this paper, the composition of the output sand from the gas field was analyzed 

first. Then, the conventional sand production prediction method was used to identify the probability of 
sand production. Subsequently, a series of rock mechanical tests of tight sandstone before and after 

salt precipitation were conducted and used for sand production analysis for the first time. Based on the 

experimental results, the criterion for sand production was recalculated. The result was helpful for 
further research on the sand production mechanism and sand prevention in the ultra-deep fractured 

tight sandstone gas reservoirs. 

2. Conventional analysis of sand production 

2.1. Qualitative prediction of sand production  

There are many methods to make predictions on sand production. Among them, the empirical 

method was considered to be simple and quick, including the Combined modulus method, Schlumberger 
method, Porosity index method and Sonic differential time method. Thus, I needed to have a preliminary 

understanding of the problem of sand production in K gas field. The gas reservoir is located in Kelasu 

structure belt, which is located on the north side of Keshen depression, north part of Tarim Basin. The 
reservoir was under the double effects of diagenetic compaction and tectonic compression. The main 

sedimentary facies types are braid river deposits. Its lithology is sandstone of braid delta facies and 

effective thickness is up to 150 m. Lithic content ranges from 18~22%, and 19.4% on average. The filling 
in the sandstone reservoir include silica and calcareous. As an overpressure reservoir, the pressure 

coefficient ranges from 1.75 to 1.80. The geothermal gradient of the reservoirs is normal, which is  

2.20 ~ 2.30 ℃/100m. A typical sand production well was selected. Based on the well log data, the above 
four empirical methods were used to determine whether the well would produce sand, and the results are 

shown in Figure 2. The results indicated that the Porosity index ranged from 4 ~ 10%, which was well 

below the critical sand-producing porosity (20%); the Sonic differential time ranged from 180 ~ 210 
μs/m, which was below the critical value (321 μs/m); the Combined modulus ranged from  
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55 × 103 ~ 80 × 103 MPa, which was well above the critical value (20 × 103 MPa); the Schlumberger 

rate ranged from 62 ~ 120 GPa2, which was well above the critical value (62 GPa2). It is not difficult 
to see that sand production from rock skeletons was not going to happen. It is evident that sand 

production from rock skeletons was not going to happen. Therefore, the composition of the output sand 

obtained from the wellhead was analyzed. 
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Figure 2. Empirical prediction results for sand production of ultra-deep tight sandstone 
gas reservoirs in Tarim Baisn. 

2.2. Composition of the output sand 

The sand samples obtained from the wellhead are shown in Figure 3. From the appearance of the 

output sand, the particle size distribution of the output sand was very wide, not only nano-micron 

particles, but also a few centimeters in diameter. In terms of composition, the output sand mainly 
included cement blocks, cement chips, fracturing sand, iron chips and formation skeleton sand.  

 

Figure 3. The samples of produced sand particles from the K gas field. 
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Preliminary analysis indicated that the concrete blocks and iron chips in the output sand can be 

described to the failure of the cement ring and casing in the production process due to the poor 
cementing quality. The fracturing sand can be attributed to the backflow of the fracturing proppant and 

the crushing proppant particles caused by the closure of the fracture induced by the high ground stress. 

It is strange that where the formation skeleton sand come from, which is not consistent with the 
qualitative prediction results of sand production. 

Usually, the production pressure drop is considered to have a great impact on sand production. In 
order to further investigate this problem, I calculated the critical production pressure drop by M-C 
strength criterion method, D-P strength criterion method and C-Index method, respectively. Because 
of the reservoir rock strength, in-situ stress gradient and pore-pressure gradient are close, thus I 
considered only the changes in buried depth and unified other parameters in the calculation model, and 
the parameters used by the model were: / 2.45v wH  ; / 2.77H wH  ; / 2.14h wH  ; 0 / 1.62wp H  ; 

0 .2 2 9  ; 0 .3 8  ; 0 9.76S MPa ; 19.25   ; 115.30c MPa  , where v  is the vertical wellbore stress, 

MPa; H  is the maximum horizontal principal stress, MPa; h   is the minimum horizontal principal 

stress, MPa; 0p  is pore pressure, MPa;  is Poisson's ratio;  is Biot coefficient; 0S  is rock joint 

cohesion, MPa;  is internal friction angle, rad; c  is the uniaxial compressive strength，MPa; wH  

is the depth of the formation, m. The calculation results are shown in Table 1. According to the 
prediction of C-Index method, D-P strength criterion method and M-C strength criterion method, the 
difference between the actual sand production pressure drop and the predicted the critical sand 
production pressure drop ranged from 22.87 ~ 38.74 MPa, 24.57 ~ 42.07 MPa and 55.98 ~ 74.05 MPa, 
respectively. The calculation results show that it was almost impossible for sand production to occur 
in this formation, which was not consistent with the field practice. 

Table 1. Comparison of the actual sand production pressure drop and the predicted critical 
sand production pressure drop. 

2.3. Salt precipitation in the gas reservoir 

Preliminary analysis suggested that the theoretical basis of the qualitative prediction method of 
sand production is the mechanical properties of the rock, and the rock mechanics parameters used in 

the model were obtained from the original formation. However, the rock mechanics parameters were 

Well no. Depth, m Degree of sand 

production 

Predicted critical sand production pressure drop, MPa Actual sand production 

pressure drop, MPa M-C method D-P method C-Index

KS2-2-14 6523~6975 Severity 74.91~79.17 43.79~47.19 42.90~43.86 ＜5.12 

KS2-2-12 6600~6807 76.20~77.58 44.80~45.91 43.26~43.57 ＜5.43 

KS2-1-1 6670~6825 76.29~77.75 44.88~46.05 43.22~43.55 ＜11.30 

KS2-2-5 6663~6927 76.23~78.71 44.83~46.82 43.01~43.56 ＜6.49 

KS2-2-20 6733~6887 76.89~78.34 45.35~46.52 43.09~43.42 ＜19.30 

KS2-2-18 6669~6850 76.28~77.99 44.87~46.24 43.17~43.55 ＜20.30 

KS2-1-14 6776~7016 77.29~79.55 45.68~47.50 42.82~43.33 ＜8.60 

KS2-1-8 6567~6767 Medium 75.32~77.21 44.11~45.61 43.34~43.77 ＜3.10 

KS2-2-8 6583~6853 Minor 75.47~78.02 44.23~46.36 43.16~43.73 15.30 
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always changing during gas production. In general, the intrusion of external fluid into the formation 

could easily lead to the reduction of rock mechanical strength. However, in the process of gas reservoir 
production, the rock strength reduction induced by similar reasons could not be considered because 

there is almost no working fluid entry after the drilling is over. However, it should be noted that due 

to the large depth of the formation, the formation water salinity analysis shows that the water salinity 
of the gas reservoir is higher, more than 21000 mg/L. In the process of gas reservoir production, some 

water vapor was taken away due to the continuous production of natural gas, resulting in the 

precipitation of a large number of inorganic salts dissolved in formation water, and finally deposited 
in the gas reservoir. This was also known as salt precipitation. As stated in previous literature [16], salt 

precipitation is a common phenomenon encountered in many engineering endeavors, including the 

control of water loss from land surfaces, protection of pavements, roads and historical monuments [17] 
and various geochemical issues related to intact geological formations [18]. The mechanism for salt 

precipitation in deep geological formations is more complex than those encountered on surficial soils. 

For example, CO2 sequestration enhanced geothermal systems and natural gas production are all 
situations. In the oil and gas reservoirs with high salinity formation water, salt precipitation around the 

wellbore was always serious [19,20]. According to the experimental results, Noiriel et al found that 

sodium chloride precipitation in tight sandstone induced rock failure [21]. From this, I can infer that 
the rock strength would decrease induced by salt precipitation during gas production. More daringly, 

could it be that the rock strength degradation induced by salt precipitation leads to sand production? 

To test this hypothesis, a series of rock mechanical tests of the tight sandstone before and salt 
precipitation were carried out. 

3. Experimental studies 

3.1. Sample preparation 

The tight sandstone cores were taken from Bashijiqi formation of Cretaceous in K gas field, which 

was made into cylindrical plugs of 45 ~ 50 mm in height and 25 mm in diameter. Before experiments, 

the core plugs were placed in an oven of 60 ℃ until the weight of the samples did not change. Then, 
porosity, permeability and acoustic velocity of the core plugs were measured. Ultimately, the core 

plugs with similar parameters were selected for subsequent experiments. The physical properties of 

the core plugs are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. The basic physical properties of the tight sandstone core plugs. 

Core no. Depth (m) L (mm) D (mm)   (%) K (mD) 

UD6-7 7764.99 50.98 25.26 2.48 0.01910

UD7-14 7738.86 50.32 25.26 3.70 0.01311

UD1-10 7734.67 49.28 25.26 3.38 0.00588

UD6-1 7647.19 50.22 25.26 3.09 0.02660

UD8-13 7770.78 49.98 25.26 2.69 0.02250

UD8-20 7768.04 49.43 25.26 2.41 0.01217
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The simulated formation water used in the experiments was made in the lab on the basis of the 

analysis of the elementary composition of the formation water obtained from gas reservoirs, as shown 
in Table 3. 

Table 3. Elemental analysis of the formation water. 

Inorganic salt types NaHCO3 Na2SO4 NaCl 

Content (mg/L) 243.6 604.9 171497.0 

Inorganic salt types MgCl2 CaCl2 Total salinity 

Content (mg/L) 3744.0 28837.8 204927.3 

3.2. Experimental facility 

RTR-1000 Electro-hydraulic Servo Triaxial Rock Mechanics Testing System (GCTS Co., USA) 
was used to carry out the rock mechanical tests. The maximum axial pressure was 1000 KN, the 

maximum confining pressure was 140 MPa and the dynamic frequency was 10 Hz. FEI Quanta 450 

SEM (FEI Co., USA) was used to characterize the distribution of crystalline salt after rock mechanical 
test, and the resolution is 3 nm at 30 kV.  

3.3. Experimental procedures 

Detailed experimental procedures are described below: ① Selected tight sandstone core plugs 
and then measured the length, diameter, porosity, permeability and acoustic velocity. ② Selected the 

tight sandstone core plugs with similar physical properties and then divided them into two groups (3 + 

3), representing the condition of before and after salt precipitation, respectively. ③ Saturated one 
group of core plugs with formation water completely. ④ Carried out uniaxial compression tests (1 + 

1) and triaxial compression tests (2 + 2). ⑤  Carried out the experiment of Scanning Electron 

Microscopy on the cores after salt precipitation. In addition, through the analysis of the mineral 
composition of the rocks, it was found that the rocks are mainly quartz, feldspar and cuttings. 

According to previous studies, the change of experimental temperature has a little effect on the rock 

strength of this kind of quartz sandstone, especially when the temperature is lower than 200 ℃. In 
addition, mechanical degradation of rock caused by the physiochemically such as osmosis was mainly 

caused by hydration of clay minerals in rocks. However, the clay mineral content of the rock samples 

is very low. Therefore, the influence of physical parameters, such as cyclic flushing and temperature 
change, or physiochemically, such as osmosis, on the mechanical degradation can be excluded. 

4. Results 

4.1. Experimental results of rock mechanics 

The results of the uniaxial compression tests on the tight sandstone before and after salt 

precipitation are shown in Figure 4. As shown in the figure, the uniaxial stress-strain curve of tight 

sandstone moved down. The slope of the elastic segment decreases significantly, and the peak 
differential stress decreased significantly as well. The results of the quantitative analyses indicated that 
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Young’s elastic modulus of tight sandstone decreased from 16.787 GPa to 10.217 GPa, and the 

Poisson's ratio increased up from 0.100 to 0.129. In addition, the rock compressive strength reduced 
from 115.3 MPa to 75.90 MPa.  
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Figure 4. The uniaxial stress strain curve of the samples before and after salt precipitation. 

The results of triaxial compression tests on the tight sandstone core plugs before and after salt 
precipitation are shown in Figure 5. As shown in the figure, the triaxial stress-strain curves of tight 

sandstone also moved down. The slopes of the elastic segment decreased significantly, and the peak 

differential stress decreased significantly as well. The results indicated that Young’s elastic modulus, 
cohesion and internal friction angle all decreased after salt precipitation, and the Poisson’s ratio 

increased. It is not hard to see that salt precipitation did cause a degradation in the strength of the 

formation rock. 
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Figure 5. The triaxial stress strain curve of the samples before and after salt precipitation. 
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4.2. Characterization of crystalline salt 

In order to further study the mechanism of rock strength degradation induced by salt precipitation, 

the morphology and distribution of crystalline salt in the tight sandstone cores were observed by SEM, 

and the typical SEM image is shown in Figure 6. As shown in this figure, large amounts of crystalline 
salt appeared on the rock surface, and most of the crystalline salt filled the microfractures. In general, 

fracture is thought to be more prone to failure with the increase of pore pressure. Thus, I speculated 

that it may be the failure of fracture induced by salt precipitation that leads to the rock strength 
degradation. However, whether the crystallization stress induced by crystallization salt in the fracture 

could cause the failure of the fracture requires a theoretical derivation. 

 

Figure 6. Scanning electron microscope image of the crystalline salt after salt precipitation. 

5. Discussion 

5.1. Sand production prediction considering rock strength degradation 

According to the results of Uniaxial/Triaxial compression tests, the critical production pressure 
drop was also calculated based on M-C strength criterion method, D-P strength criterion method and 
C-Index method, respectively. Because of the reservoir rock strength, in-situ stress gradient and pore-
pressure gradient are close. Therefore, I considered only the changes in buried depth and unified other 
parameters in the calculation model for the sand producing wells in K gas reservoir. The parameters 
used by the model were / 2.45v wH  ; / 2.77H wH  ; / 2.14h wH  ; 0 / 1.62wp H  ; 0 .2 2 9  ; 0 .3 8  ; 

0 9.76S MPa ; 19.25   ; 75.90c MPa  , and the calculation results are shown in Table 4. According 
to the results of C-Index method, D-P strength criterion method and M-C strength criterion method, 
the difference between the actual sand production pressure drop and the predicted critical sand 
production pressure drop considering rock strength degradation ranged from 0.76 ~ 16.75 MPa, 5.22 
~ 21.88 MPa and 45.71 ~ 63.38 MPa, respectively, which showed that the difference reduced 
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significantly. Thus, the rock strength degradation induced by salt precipitation did cause sand 
production to some extent in this gas field. However, due to the complexity of the problem, the 
indefinite of the factors and the limits of the predicting method, the difference between the actual sand 
production pressure drop and the predicted critical sand production pressure drop still existed and 
required further study. 

Table 4. Comparison of the actual sand production pressure drop and the predicted critical 
sand production pressure drop considering rock strength degradation. 

Well no. Depth, m Degree of sand 

production 

Predicted critical sand production pressure drop, MPa Actual sand production 

pressure drop, MPa M-C method D-P method C-Index

KS2-2-14 6523~6975 Severity 64.83~68.50 24.82~27.00 20.75~21.87 ＜5.12 

KS2-2-12 6600~6807 65.94~67.14 25.47~26.18 21.17~21.53 ＜5.43 

KS2-1-1 6670~6825 66.02~67.28 25.52~26.27 21.12~21.51 ＜11.30 

KS2-2-5 6663~6927 65.97~68.11 25.49~26.77 20.87~21.52 ＜6.49 

KS2-2-20 6733~6887 66.54~67.79 25.82~26.57 20.97~21.35 ＜19.30 

KS2-2-18 6669~6850 66.01~67.49 25.52~26.39 21.06~21.51 ＜20.30 

KS2-1-14 6776~7016 66.89~68.94 26.03~27.21 20.65~21.25 ＜8.60 

KS2-1-8 6567~6767 Medium 65.18~66.81 25.03~25.99 21.27~21.76 ＜3.10 

KS2-2-8 6583~6853 Minor 65.31~67.51 25.11~26.41 21.06~21.72 15.30 

5.2.  The mechanism of rock strength degradation induced by salt precipitation 

In order to determine whether the crystallization stress induced by crystallization salt in the 

fracture could cause the failure of fracture, a simplified mechanical model was established based on 
the distribution of the crystalline salt, and the model is shown in Figure 7. Theory of fracture mechanics 

was used to predicting the critical failure condition, and the criterion for failure is: 

=I ICK K          (1) 

where IK  is stress intensity factor, and ICK  is the fracture toughness of tight sandstone. 

 

Figure 7. The distribution of crystallization stress in the wedge fracture [13]. 
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According to coordinate conversion, the distribution function of the crystallization stress on the 

fracture surface is: 

   tan / 2
CLp

L l







        (2) 

where p is crystallization stress, CL  is interfacial free energy of sodium chloride, L is the distance 

between the tip of fracture and the location of salt precipitation, l is the length of the crystalline salt 
and   is fracture opening angle. The stress intensity factor on the fracture tip is described by the 
following equation: 

 
1/2
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1 L L l
K p l dl

L lL
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Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (3), I got the formula of the stress intensity factor on the fracture tip 

considering crystallization stress: 
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            (4) 

According to the actual situation of K gas field, I assumed that the crystalline salt was sodium 

chloride, =1 .5  mL , 20.1 /CL J m   , and the fracture-opening angle was set to 0.1°, 0.2°, 0.3°, 0.4° and 

0.5°, respectively. The calculation results are shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Stress intensity factor changes induced by crystallization salt at different 
locations in wedge fractures. 

As shown in this figure, when the fracture opening angle was 0.1°, 5 μmL l  , the stress intensity 

factor can reach up to 1.22 MPaꞏm1/2, which was greater than the fracture toughness of tight sandstone 
(0.3 ~ 1.0 MPaꞏm1/2) [22]. From this, it can be known that the crystallization stress induced by the 
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crystallization of sodium chloride in the fracture will cause the failure of fracture, and then lead to the 
strength degradation of tight sandstone. 

6. Conclusions 

I take an ultra-deep tight sandstone gas reservoir in Tarim Basin, China as an example to 

investigate the problem of sand production. The results of the qualitative predictions of sand 
production indicated that sand production from rock skeletons was not an issue in the gas reservoir, 

but the rock skeleton sand was observed from the produced sand samples. The critical sand production 

pressure drops obtained by M-C strength criterion method, D-P strength criterion method and C-Index 
method were greater than the actual sand production pressure drop in the gas field, and then salt 

precipitation was considered to have a serious impact. The results of uniaxial/triaxial compression tests 

indicated that the salt precipitation caused a degradation in the strength of the tight sandstone. Then, 
based on the weakened rock strength, the critical sand production pressure drop was calculated again, 

and the difference between actual sand production pressure drop and the predicted sand critical sand 

production pressure drop reduced significantly. SEM image showed that the crystalline salt filled the 
microfractures, and then a simplified mechanical model was established to investigate the possibility 

of the failure of a fracture induced by salt precipitation. The results indicated that the stress intensity 

factor on the fracture tip can reach up to 1.22 MPaꞏm1/2 induced by salt precipitation, which was greater 
than the fracture toughness of tight sandstone. 
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